Sun Peaks, BC
Jan 18—22—2018
Sun Peaks was one of the favorite S’no Joke trips two years ago,
and continues to be heavily requested for a repeat. AND, the U.S.
exchange rate with Canada is still very favorable. So we’re going
again.
Here’s the deal: 3 days of skiing and 4 nights of ski-in/ski-out lodging for the mid- $400s USD. And this includes 4
mornings of FULL breakfasts, and a welcoming party Saturday night.
Per person lift and double occupancy lodging prices are:
Adults--$478 USD
Seniors (65 and up)--$436 USD
Single Supplement--$185 USD addl
Payment Sched-$100 due on signup
Balance of $378. ($336. seniors) and Single
Supplement (if applicable) due by 12/12/17
$12 Canadian per night per car (payable at hotel)

This is a drive-to trip. Sun Peaks is just northeast of Kamloops, about 330 miles from the Seattle area, under 6 hours
driving time.
Sun Peaks is a fun little ski town. We’re staying at Nancy Greene’s Cahilty Inn and Suites, a hotel with 175 recentlyrenovated rooms. All rooms have TV, DVD player, coffee maker, kettle, complimentary coffee & tea, alarm clock, full
bathroom with heated tile floor, and daily housekeeping. Plus a S’no Joke must: indoor and outdoor hot tubs.
Sun Peaks sports 11 lifts and 122 runs, almost 3-thousand feet of vertical from the base to the top, with plenty of variety
for all abilities. For anyone bringing along Nordic equipment, the area has 40km of cross country trails.
Should it start to look like the winter’s going to be a bust, we do
have the ability to cancel the trip by December 17 with a full
refund.
We arrive on Thursday night, and lucky for us on Friday night
the town is hosting The Sun Peaks Progressive Tasting. This is
not included in the trip, but hey, everybody who went last time
loved it. It’s Friday from 6-9pm. The cost is $70/Canadian,
which as this is written is under $53 US. The description says you wander around town sampling over 100 amazing
British Columbia wines and sample cheeses from Alexis de Portneuf, breads from Ready Bake and healthy crisps from
Kashi. We’ve been advised to sign up early, as this event always sells out. We’ll shoot you ticket information when it
becomes available.
Trip Leaders:

Craig Johnston
206 499 7505
craig@craigjohnston.com

Katy Myers
206 321 3870
myers_katy@yahoo.com
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